We celebrate the successful inauguration of "Xperience," a new university space for innovation and creativity, now the largest in Argentina. This space will bring together more than 40,000 students, 2,000 faculty members, and over 100 academic programs. A significant milestone in the field of education, emphasizing the University's ongoing commitment to academic excellence and the opportunity to create immersive, motivating, memorable, and impactful learning experiences.

Xperience, has been designed to foster the development of practical skills and essential competencies in the current job market. It has been seamlessly integrated into UADE's academic offerings, allowing all students to innovate, create, and generate businesses. This underscores its primary foundations within Virtual Reality and Artificial Intelligence.
Students from the School of Legal and Social Sciences traveled to New York and Washington as part of the Learning by Travelling program.

In New York, thanks to collaboration with our partner, Manhattan College (USA), our students visited the UN, learned about the Argentine mission to the United Nations, and witnessed a jury trial in a federal court in New York.

In Washington DC, the students visited the Argentine Embassy in the United States, where they were received by our Ambassador Jorge Argüello, and explored the Inter-American Development Bank, in addition to other visits to historical museums in the city.
Students from the Bachelor's program in Agricultural Production and Management visited the Prodeman company during the Learning By Travelling trip in collaboration with the University of Rio Cuarto (Argentina).
VISITS FROM OUR PARTNERS

We received a visit from Alejandro Escudero Yerro, Dean of International Relations at our partner institution Excelia (France). He had the opportunity to tour our facilities and engage in discussions about new ways to develop relationships between our institutions.
At Xperience, Law students attended a talk about the opportunity to pursue a Master's in Law at the University of Dayton (USA), a partner of UADE. This Master's program prepares them for the BAR exam, enabling them to practice law in the United States. The talk was led by Dr. Pablo Ianello, a professor in the Dayton Master's program and a UADE professor, along with Dr. Andrés Echavarría, a UADE graduate, who shared insights with the students about practicing law in the United States as an Argentine professional.
ACTIVITIES WITH OUR PARTNERS

We had the pleasure of welcoming Joachim Mayer, Director of the International Department at Hochschule Worms (Germany), one of our partners. In addition to touring our facilities and exploring new opportunities for collaboration, he had the chance to meet with some of his students currently on exchange at UADE and gave a talk to our students who will be participating in an exchange at his university next semester.
Activities with our partners

We had the pleasure of welcoming Carmen Escolano Asensi, Dean of the School of Social and Legal Sciences at UMH Universidad Miguel Hernández (Spain). She had the opportunity to tour our facilities and meet with the International Department, as well as the authorities of the Faculties of Economic Sciences and Legal and Social Sciences.
ACTIVITIES WITH OUR PARTNERS

As part of a UADE Executive Education program, postgraduate students from University of San Ignacio de Loyola (Peru) participated in online classes offered by UADE Business School. The sessions included three classes covering the topics of "Entrepreneurship and Innovation," "Digital Marketing," and "Finance and Financial Innovation."
We received a visit from Marella Santangelo and Paolo Giardiello from the University Federico II of Naples (Italy). They came to explore our facilities and discuss potential areas of collaboration between our universities, particularly in the field of architecture. UADE has an agreement with this Italian university, allowing our students to participate in an exchange program for a semester there.
ACTIVITIES WITH OUR PARTNERS

We had the pleasure of welcoming Professor Sebastiano Maffetone from our partner university, LUISS Guido Carli (Italy). During his visit, he had the opportunity to explore our new Belgrano campus. Professor Maffetone delivered two classes in English to our students on Business Ethics and Political Philosophy.

Additionally, he engaged in fruitful discussions with executives and professors from the Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences, as well as members of UADE's research team. We express our gratitude to Professor Sebastiano for his kindness and willingness to share his knowledge and experience with our students and faculty members.
We congratulate Jackeline Sewrjugin, Candela Batalla, Maia Saccani, D' Andrea Celeste, and Constanza Brea from the Bachelor's programs in Public Relations and Global Communication for winning the first place in the "International Communications Challenge" on behalf of UADE. The event took place among various chapters of the PRSSA, with the participation of universities from Peru, Colombia, and Puerto Rico.

Our PRSSA member students had the opportunity to develop a strategic public relations plan aimed at addressing advancements in terms of diversity, equity, and inclusion within their universities.
OUTGOING STUDENTS
FAREWELL EVENT

We bid farewell to our ambassadors who will be embarking on an exchange program to destinations around the world next semester.

Wishing safe travels to all, and may they thoroughly enjoy their international experience.
THANK YOU